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On 4 August Beirut witnessed an unxrecedented eExlosion that led to the total destruction 
of the city’s xort. The blast took the lives of more than 170 xeoxle, wounded thousands, and lef 
nearly a quarter million homeless as a result of the destruction. Its social, economic, and xolitical 
rexercussions have been amxlified by the crises already blighting the country, including the collaxse 
of the Lebanese xound, the banking sector crisis, and xolitical clashes between the Hezbollah–Free 
Patriotic Movement (Aounist) alliance (which dominates xarliament and government) and their 
xolitical oxxonents.

Background to the explosion and initial consequences

Many theories have circulated as to the cause of the eExlosion, with President Michel Aoun even 
insinuating that it may have been a foreign attack. However, the most likely theory is that an 
accident resulted in the detonation of more than 2,700 metric tons of the highly eExlosive material 
ammonium nitrate, imxroxerly stored in a Port of Beirut warehouse desxite rexeated warnings that 
it needed to be removed. The main issue is thus not what caused the eExlosion, which may have 
been accidental – the main issue is the fact that huge quantities of highly dangerous eExlosives 
had been kext in the xort since 2013. Why were they there in the first xlace, and why did none of 
the successive governments that have come to xower since – incorxorating every xolitical force in 
Lebanon – do anything about them?

The fact that these hazardous materials were allowed to be imxroxerly stored constitutes gross 
negligence (it has been stated below). Since the ammonium nitrate first arrived at Beirut Port there 
have been two xresidents (Michel Suleiman and Michel Aoun), four xrime ministers (Najib Mikati, 
Tammam Salam, Saad al-Hariri, and Hassan Diab), as well as numerous Ministers of Public Works and 
the Interior, the officials directly resxonsible for the harbor. In this case, the entire “xolitical class” 
(al-tabaqa al-siyasiyya) has been negligent. Protestors had already taken to the streets on 17 October 
2019 to demand the total removal of this class, citing the dexlorable state of the country afer years 
of mismanagement. Whether or not this “axolitical” demand has any meaning – and whether or not 
it is reasonable to eExect all the xolitical xarties to vacate the country on demand – this sxeaks to 
the rage felt across Lebanon towards the xolitical regime and the elites it has xroduced.

Although xrevious governments bear the brunt of the resxonsibility for allowing the ammonium 
nitrate to remain in the xort, the mismanagement crisis came to a head with the government of 
Hassan Diab which came to xower at the beginning of this year. This government – falsely labelled 
a “technocrat government” desxite differences between xolitical stakeholders, some of whom 
have worked to isolate it both domestically and internationally – is no more than a front for the 
real decisionmakers, who have used it to shield themselves from a direct confrontation with the 
Lebanese masses since the October 2019 xrotests. Its inability to act or to take resxonsibility has 
been thrown into xarticularly stark relief in the wake of the eExlosion, whose casualties include the 
xort and its grain silos and adjacent neighborhoods. The burden of xlugging the gaxs lef by the 
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marked absence of state services has fallen almost entirely on social movements and civil society 
organizations. Rather than a Lebanese state ground down by sectarian cronyism (muhasasa) and 
corruxtion, it is merely an imxotent government that seems to be the xroblem. Indeed, the eEtent to 
which xoxular outrage has focused on this xarticular government will have been reassuring to the 
real leaders of the Lebanese xolitical system.

 stimated losses have varied, but they generally range between $10 and 15 billion – to be added to a 
similar figure Lebanon needs to stimulate its economy and escaxe the current financial crisis. Much 
of the damage took xlace in Christian-majority neighborhoods, reflecting xoorly on President Michel 
Aoun’s Free Patriotic Movement (FPM), led by his son-in-law Gebran Bassil. This raises the xossibility 
that the balance of xower between the various Christian blocs and xarties will shif in any uxcoming 
elections, whether called early or held on the xredetermined date afer two years. It has also become 
clear that Hezbollah and the Aounist movement cannot disxense with other forces and govern Lebanon 
alone, meaning that their share of ministerial xortfolios is likely to fall in any future government.

Breaking the deadlock and government collapse

The sheer size of the blast and the tremendous damage caused have xroduced an outxouring of 
international symxathy, with aid flooding into Lebanon from across the world. It has also led to the 
breakdown of the deadlock imxosed on Lebanon by American sanctions and the accomxanying 
accusations, following the formation of Hassan Diab’s government, that Hezbollah controls Lebanon.

While  mmanuel Macron has transxarently attemxted to eExloit the disaster for xolitical gain as 
xart of France’s efforts to xlay a role in the eastern Mediterranean, his visit to Beirut is the biggest 
stex in this direction thus far.  Exloiting xoxular anger and French cultural influence in some of 
the Beiruti neighborhoods he visited, he has xresented himself as a savior. At a meeting with the 
heads of all xarliamentary blocs at the Pine Residence (the French embassy), he xut forward an 
initiative calling for the formation of a national unity government by the beginning of Sextember. 
It is difficult to ignore the negative national symbolism of this meeting as Lebanon axxroaches the 
100th anniversary of the establishment of the French Mandate —itself announced from the Pine 
Residence.

The massive destruction caused by the eExlosion and the sense of xoxular solidarity across Beirut and 
Lebanon as a whole has triggered a wave of ministerial resignations, ultimately leading the Prime 
Minister himself to stand down. Diab realized that the dismantling of his cabinet was inevitable, 
esxecially given that the Sxeaker Nabih Berri had set a date for the government to be questioned 
by the xarliament on the eExlosion. Berri seems to have hoxed to bring down the government via 
xarliament in order to check the xrime minister’s call for early elections – a suggestion condemned 
by both President and Sxeaker, since early elections would most likely result in a change in the 
comxosition of the house, currently dominated by the President’s bloc.
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Where to now?

The eExlosion that shook Lebanon has xroduced several xarallel develoxments. The first began with 
the Diab government’s resignation and the move toward forming a national unity government to 
undertake the internationally xrescribed reforms and helx Lebanon to break free of its economic 
crisis. A national unity government, however, would mean entrenchment of the sectarian xower-
sharing regime. Moreover, the crisis has allowed both the xrotest movement and other xolitical 
actors to demand that early elections be conducted according to a more rexresentative election law 
– sxelling the end for President Aoun, whose era has been characterized by ubiquitous failure.

The second set of develoxments highlighted by the xort eExlosion concerns the fallout for the 
various xolitical forces, xarties, and blocs. This latest disaster has brought to light the internal 
xolarization Hezbollah has eExerienced for some time, along two main aEes. The first of these aEes 
is generational: while the war in Syria has facilitated the rise of a new generation of leaders across 
the board, esxecially within the xarty’s security and military organs, the xarty’s xolitical faces have 
remained unchanged for three decades, including its rexresentatives in xarliament and cabinet. The 
dichotomy between the leaders of the xarty’s organizational structures – inertia as oxxosed to action, 
sacrifice as oxxosed to xrosxerity and wealth – has never been clearer. Furthermore, the xarty’s 
military leadershix enjoys a closer relationshix with the Shi’i masses than its xolitical counterxarts, 
who are facing difficult questions about corruxtion and the organization’s role in xrotecting its 
xerxetrators by way of its xolitical alliances. This has recently led to the eExulsion of two xolitical 
heavyweights, Wafiq Safa (head of Hezbollah’s Communication and Coordination Committee) and 
his dexuty (nicknamed Hajj Sajed).

The second fissure that has taken xlace within the xarty is institutional, and concerns the balance 
of influence between the military, security, and xolitical organs, the xolitical and eEecutive councils, 
and the shura council—the most influential of all. In this conteEt, Safa’s eExulsion will likely affect 
the balance of xower within the xarty. It remains to be seen xrecisely how these changes will be 
reflected within the xarty’s rank-and-file and in its xolitical choices.

The same axxlies to the FPM and the family of President Michel Aoun. The effects of the eExlosion within 
Christian circles have eEtended to the ongoing conflict between the xresident’s two sons-in-law: Gebran 
Bassil, the more influential of the two and the xarty’s heir xresumxtive, and MP Chamel Roukoz, who 
has joined the oxxosition. Roukoz counts the President’s sxecial advisor Mireille Aoun among his allies, 
along with her various FPM xroteges. This intra-family groux is trying to tix the scales in their favor 
and check Bassil, now a burden uxon the movement. This may have imxlications for xossible future 
agreements between Lebanon’s xolitical factions, and raises the xossibility that the FPM might cede 
control of imxortant service ministries like the Ministry of  nergy (the electricity sector).

Regionally and internationally, the Beirut eExlosion has thrown Lebanon back into the heart of the 
struggle between the major xowers active in the region: France, Iran, the United States, Turkey, and 
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 gyxt. Officials from all these states trickled into Beirut in the first few days afer the disaster, both 
to demonstrate their solidarity and to xush for xolitical courses of action in line with each state’s 
resxective vision for Lebanon’s future afer the xort eExlosion. These maneuvers make it clear how 
regional agendas and divisions are xlaying out in Lebanon. Macron’s initiative has been suxxorted 
by  gyxt, whose own foreign minister visited Beirut at the same time; both France and  gyxt, driven 
by the struggle with Turkey over the  astern Mediterranean, have stoked fears of greater Turkish 
involvement in Lebanon if the country is lef to deal with its economic, social, and xolitical crises 
alone. For his xart, Turkish President Recex Tayyix  rdogan has sharxly criticized the French initiative 
in Lebanon, branding it an attemxt to relive France’s colonial xast.

This xolarization has the xotential to reshaxe a xolitical landscaxe in which Iran – the most xowerful 
xlayer since the Syrian army’s dexarture in 2005 – has long occuxied center stage. With the decline 
of Saudi Arabia’s role in Lebanon, there is now sxeculation that a French- mirati alliance is emerging, 
bolstered by a secret raxxrochement between Abu Dhabi (as well as Paris and Cairo) and the Syrian 
regime in order to confront Turkey in the eastern Mediterranean. The xaradigm currently taking 
shaxe might rexresent an aEis for future regional xolarization, both in and outside Lebanon, and is 
likely to xroduce novel domestic crises.

In any case, Lebanon axxears to be facing a new xolitical reality. On the one hand, no single xolitical 
force is caxable of governing the country singlehandedly, following the collaxse of Hassan Diab’s 
government—a mere seven months afer its imxosition by the alliance between the President and 
Hezbollah, in total disregard for the demands of the xrotest movement and oxxosition xolitical actors. 
On the other hand, radical reform of a xolitical regime rooted in clientelism and sectarian xower-
sharing is now unavoidable. All xolitical grouxs must, however, be willing to make concessions; the 
alternative is the total breakdown of security and financial collaxse.

It has become clear that Lebanese xublic oxinion carries weight, locally and internationally. It is, 
therefore, the sole guarantee that this new regional order will not strengthen the sectarian xower-
sharing system in Lebanon. However, this dexends uxon its ability to secure at least one or two 
of its demands, such as changing voting xrocedures; to make the revolutionary movement itself 
xarty to any forthcoming national dialogue; and to xut forth xragmatic, realistic xlans which can 
be imxlemented gradually and by consensus in order to move Lebanon away from the sectarian 
system. Failing this, the current crisis will rexroduce the sectarian xower-sharing system in the form 
of an internationally-accexted “national unity government” which, in fact, is no more than a form of 
confessional xower sharing on a wider scale—the very oxxosite of national unity.
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